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INTRODUCTION – TONAL HARMONY

Tonal harmony is studied, conventionally, in a system of 4-part choral-style writing.
The four voices are: soprano (S), alto (A), tenor (T), and bass (B). The four voices are
written on a piano grand staff, with S / A in treble clef, and T / B in bass clef. Soprano and
tenor voices will always be written with the stems pointing up, whereas alto and bass with the
stems pointing down. The vocal ranges of the voices are approximately these:

The four choral voices may be placed in the following categories:
S - A = female voices
T - B = male voices
S - T = high voices
A - B = low voices
S - B = outer voices
A - T = inner voices
S - A - T = upper voices
A - T - B = lower voices
Chords are formed by superimposing thirds (therefore, tonal harmony is also called
“tertian harmony”). There are triads (3-note chords), seventh chords (4-note chord) and,
more rarely, ninth chords (5-note chords, which in 4-part writing can appear only in
incomplete form).
Tonal harmony uses the concept of scale degree. A harmonic degree represents the
chord built on the corresponding scale degree of a particular key (tonality). Degrees are
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numbered using Roman numerals.1 For example, the V degree of G major is the triad
constructed on the 5th scale degree of the G major scale (i.e. on pitch D): D - F# - A. During
the first phase of studying harmony, only triads will be introduced.
The members (elements) of a triad are: the root, the third, and the fifth.2

Furthermore, depending on the type of the superimposed thirds (major or minor), there
are 4 categories of triads:
-

Major triads (major third at the base, minor third at the top)

-

Minor triads (minor third at the base, major third at the top)

-

Diminished triads (two superimposed minor thirds)

-

Augmented triads (two superimposed major thirds)

In tonal harmony, major and minor triads are considered stable, whereas diminished
and augmented triads are considered unstable (concepts that will be discussed later on).
The Harmony course material is structured into two parts: Diatonic Harmony (in
which only pitches of diatonic scales are involved), and Chromatic Harmony (in which, in
addition to diatonic pitches, altered tones are also involved).

1

Chord labelling is a way of expressing – in Roman and Arabic numerals – the harmonic content of a musical
work (degrees, chord structure, modulations, altered tones, etc.).
2
Music examples in this textbook will be given in G major and G minor.
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DIATONIC HARMONY

Chords in Root Position

Root position chords have their root in the bass (lowest voice). Triads in rood position
might also be differentiated according to the chord member present in the soprano (highest
voice) – the 8ve, the 3rd, the 5th.
The structure of a chord (distribution of chord members among voices) refers to how
the upper voices are spaced relative to one another. There are three types of chord structure:
- close structure (S, A, T voices are assigned adjacent chord members);
- open structure (at least one chord member is omitted between S and A, and between
A and T);
Root positions of the I triad in G major, in both close and open structure:

- neutral structure (a combination of close and open structure – two of the upper
voices are assigned adjacent chord members, while the other two skip at least one chord
member); neutral structure will be discussed in detail later on.
When using triads (3-note chords) in 4-voice harmony, the doubling of a chord
member is necessary. For study purposes, at this point, only doubling of the root is allowed.
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Strict Progression (Linear Progression)

The relationship between two consecutive chords is called progression. Strict
progression represents the most economical way – in terms of voice leading – of moving from
one chord to the next. It must follow a set of norms that ensure the correctness and
smoothness of the progression. The governing principle of strict progression is minimum
melodic motion of voices.
Only chords in root position, with conventional doublings will be involved in strict
progression at this stage.
The relationship between any two distinct triads falls into one of the following
categories:
- triads with roots a third apart – these share two notes in common, and therefore are
the easiest to connect, in which case the common notes will be kept from one triad to the next,
in the same voices (possibly tied), while the remaining voice will move by step;
- triads with roots a fourth / fifth apart – these share one note in common, in which
case the common note will be kept from one triad to the next, in the same voice, while the
remaining voices will move by step;

- triads with roots a second apart – these do not share a common note (they are
adjacent degrees), in which case the bass will move by step, while the other three voices will
move contrary to the bass – two of them by step, and one by skip (an interval of a third).
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Normally, over the course of strict progression, the structure of the chords involved
remains unchanged:

Repeated Triads Involving Upper Voice Shifts. Melody Harmonization

Harmonic progression does not always involve a change of scale degree; in order to
ensure melodic interest in the soprano, it may only involve shifts from a chord member to
another (usually in at least two of the upper parts). This can be achieved either by keeping the
chord structure, or by changing it:

Melody harmonization is the most important exercise in the study of tonal harmony.
The process consists in selecting the appropriate chords to accompany a soprano line, and to
connect them according to functional and voice leading rules.
Such exercises adhere to the basic formal structures of tonal music. They are normally
comprised of 2, 3 or 4 phrases of 4 measures each. These phrases may have an open ending,
on a V chord (this ending is called half cadence or semicadence), or a closed ending, on a I
chord (perfect cadence or, at the end of a piece, final cadence).
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The seven degrees of any key are divided into two categories:
- Primary degrees: I, IV, V;
- Secondary degrees: II, III, VI, VII.

Primary Triads (I, IV, V)

During the initial phase of the study of harmony, only primary degrees will be used for
melody harmonization. The following rules should also be observed:
- a harmonization always begins with a I triad (if the beginning is a downbeat), or with
a V triad (if the beginning is an upbeat);
- a harmonization always ends with a I triad;
- the V – IV progression is prohibited (non-functional relationship);
- the repetition or prolongation of the same scale degree over a barline is prohibited (it
would result in harmonic syncopation);
- a harmonization must only consist of strict progressions and shifts in chord structure
(in the case of repeated degrees).
Example of harmonized soprano line using strict progressions and upper voice shifts:

In minor keys, the leading-tone will always be a raised pitch – only the harmonic
form of minor keys will be used (for example, in A minor, pitch G is raised to G#)!
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Free Progression (Non-Linear Progression)

Free progression represents a succession of chords that deviates from the principles of
strict progression, both in the construction of chords, and in terms of voice leading.
Free progression allows for the use of neutral chord structures, meaning that pairs of
adjacent voices (S - A and A - T) relate to each other differently. Thus, two adjacent voices
might be placed in unison or an octave apart (which is the maximum distance allowed
between S - A and between A - T). The T - B distance may extend to the maximum permitted
by the individual range of each voice (which is about two octaves apart).
As a result, triads might appear in various new forms:
- complete triad, with the fifth doubled (quite frequently used);
- complete triad, with the third doubled (rarely used, usually as a last resort);
- incomplete triad, with three roots and one third (fairly frequently used);
- incomplete triad, with two roots and two thirds (rarely used, usually as a last resort).
The merit of these chord structures becomes apparent especially in the case of position
shifts, where the soprano line should stand out if other voices are stationary, and also in
progressions that involve significant leaps in the soprano.
The third is the chord member, which, along with the root, is essential in defining a
particular degree, so under no circumstance should it be missing from the chord structure. In
the case of incomplete chords, only the fifth may be missing.
It is incorrect to cross voices, namely to place a voice beneath the adjacent lower
voice, or above the adjacent higher voice (e.g. a note in the A placed below a note in the T).
This mistake is more likely to occur between the inner voices (A - T), because they are
written on different staves, in different clefs.
Never double active tones (which require resolution). Resolution of a tone means
stepwise motion to a more stable tone that is a member of the following chord. This category
of tones is, for the time being, limited to the leading-tone, which needs to be resolved
upward, by semitone.
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Here are a few examples of neutral chord structures:

Over the course of a harmonization, various departures from the norms of strict
progression are possible, such as:
- alternating / replacing stepwise motion with skips / leaps;
- avoiding to keep common notes stationary.

Unlike strict progression, where – granted norms are respected – the result will be a
correct harmonization, free progression requires additional verification in order to prevent the
appearance of possible errors. These errors fall into several different categories3:
1. Errors in the construction of chords
a - exceeding the range of voices (voices placed outside recommended ranges);
b - distance between S - A or A - T surpassing an octave;
c - crossing of voices;
d - omitting the third;
e - doubling the leading-tone;
f - not raising (by alteration) the leading-tone in minor keys.
3

Not all of these errors occur due to the use of free progression; some of them might appear within strict
progression as well. However, the more “flexible” framework of free progression favours the appearance of
such errors.
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2. Voice leading errors (concerning melodic coherence of a voice)
a - using augmented interval leaps;
b - using leaps of a seventh or a ninth4;
c - not resolving the leading-tone in the outer voices (in the inner voices, it is
acceptable to avoid resolution – the leading-tone may move down a third instead of up a
semitone);
d - two consecutive leaps in the same direction, totalling a seventh or a ninth (an
error that occurs mainly in the bass).

3. Errors involving relationships between voices5
- parallel or antiparallel fifths6 and octaves, between any two voices (if the second
fifth / octave is a perfect interval);
4
5

6

These leaps will be allowed only when sevenths and ninths as chords members are introduced.
To understand this category of errors, it is necessary to define various types of motion:
1. direct (similar) motion = two voices move in the same direction;
2. parallel motion = particular case of direct motion, in which two voices move in the same direction,
by parallel intervals (from a third to another third, from a fifth to another fifth, etc.);
3. contrary motion = two voices move in opposite directions – either converging or diverging;
4. antiparallel motion = amounts to parallel motion – although two voices move contrary to each other,
they preserve the same relative harmonic interval (from a fifth to a twelfth, from an octave to
unison, etc.);
5. oblique motion = a voice is stationary while the other one moves.

In a broad sense, “fifth” also means multiplication of a fifth over the octave, while “octave” also means
multiple octaves, or unison.
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- direct fifth and direct octave (resulting from direct motion), only between S - B,
and only when the S is moving by skip / leap.

4. Errors involving motion of all voices
- the motion of all voices in the same direction (except when the soprano is moving
by step).
5. Functional errors (regarding the choice of chords)
- ending a harmonization on a chord another than I;
- prolonging / repeating the same chord over a barline;
- the V – IV relationship.
Free progression must be used whenever strict progression is not possible. This being
said, strict progression remains the safest and most effective way of connecting two chords.
Example of a soprano line harmonized using position shifts, as well as strict and free
progressions:
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First Inversion of Triads (The Sixth Chord)

The sixth chord represents the first inversion of a triad. The name derives from the
characteristic interval of a sixth (or a sixth over one or more octaves) that is formed between
the triad’s third (which is assigned to the bass) and its root (which may be assigned to any of
the upper voices). The sixth chord is labelled by placing the Arabic numeral

6

(or

6
3)

to the

right of the Roman numeral designating the scale degree (e.g. I6, V63).
Doubling preferences remain identical to those of root position triads: doubling the
root is the first option, doubling the fifth is also possible (especially if the fifth is in the
soprano), while doubling the third is used only in exceptional cases (for example, if the
previous chord contains active tones, requiring resolution to a chord structure with two thirds,
or if a particular bassline contour is desired).

The sixth chord is less stable than the root position, so a final cadence will never end
with this inversion. An upbeat beginning may involve the V6 chord, however, a downbeat one
will always be a root position.7 It is recommended to avoid using the sixth chord in
semicadences as well.
Usage of first inversions insures melodic interest and fluency of the bassline. The shift
from the first inversion to root position or vice versa is very common, and is called change of
chord position.
Two consecutive sixth chords are possible if there are no restrictions of a different
nature. The sixth chord represents an important extension of harmonic vocabulary, an element
of contrast. It is used the same way in major and minor keys (with the exception of
progression IV6 – V6, which is not possible in a minor key – it would require a melodic
augmented second in the bass).
7

Upbeat harmonization may involve one of the following: 1. The note in the soprano is accompanied, in the
other voices, by rests; 2. The note in the soprano is harmonized with a choral unison; 3. The note in the
soprano is accompanied, in the other voices, by a full chord.
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With the introduction of sixth chords, particular attention to the S - B relationship is
required, as there is an increased risk of direct fifths and octaves.
Here is the harmonization of a soprano line previously used, this time involving first
inversions along with root positions:

Secondary Triads

Before discussing the secondary degree triads, it is necessary to provide some
background on tonal functions. Tonal harmony is very strict with regard to the order of chords
in a progression. Each chord (scale degree) has a particular functional identity:
- The Tonic (T) – a function characterized by stability; it is the gravity center of a
key, represented fully by the I triad, but also by the VI triad (the I and VI triads share two
common notes);
- The Dominant (D) – the most unstable function, requiring resolution to the
Tonic; the attraction between these two functions is caused by the leading-tone; the Dominant
is represented most convincingly by the V triad, but also by the VII triad and, more rarely, by
the III triad, all of these triads containing the leading-tone (the V triad shares two common
notes with VII and III, respectively);
- The Subdominant (S) – a less unstable function, which can be regarded as a
counterweight to the instability of the Dominant; it does not mandatorily require resolution,
and it is represented primarily by the IV triad, but also by the II triad (the IV and II triads
share two common notes).
The three tonal functions can be involved in various elementary chord progressions,
which are divided into two categories:
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1. progressions within the same tonal function:
- prolongation (extension) of a function (the succession of two different chords
with identical function) – frequently encountered within the tonic or subdominant, and more
rarely within the dominant – normally, from the primary degree to the secondary degree (e.g.
I – VI, IV – II, rarely V – VII).8
2. progressions involving different tonal functions:
- alternation of functions – involving two different functions
a) T – D – T, very common, very specific (e.g. I – V – I, I – V – VI – I, I – VII –
I, etc.);
b) T – S – T, less frequently used, tends to have a modal aspect (e.g. I – IV – I, I
– II – I, I – IV – II – I, etc.).
- tonal circuit – involving every tonal function, T – S – D – T, very frequently
encountered (e.g. I – IV – V – I, I – VI – II – V – I, I – VI – IV – VII – I, etc.).
The relationship between any two different chords belongs to one of the following
categories:
- authentic relationships (progressions)
- between chords with roots a fifth apart (5th↓ or 4th↑): V – I, I – IV, II – V, etc.
- between chords with roots a second apart (2nd↑): I – II, IV – V, V – VI, etc.
- between chords with roots a third apart (3rd↓): I – VI, IV – II, VI – IV, etc.
- plagal relationships (progressions) – the opposite of authentic relationships
- between chords with roots a fifth apart (5th↑ or 4th↓): I – V, IV – I, etc.
- between chords with roots a second apart (2nd↓): VI – V, II – I, etc.
- between chords with roots a third apart (3rd↑): IV – VI, II – IV, etc.
Tonal music abounds in authentic relationships (of which all are possible), and is more
or less scarce in plagal relationships. Some plagal progressions are anti-functional and
therefore incorrect (such as V – IV).
In the case of secondary triads, doubling preferences are slightly different from the
ones of primary triads.9 Normally, the third is favoured to be doubled, and when that is not
8
9

Chords are given in root position; the use of first inversion of secondary triads will be discussed later.
Doublings are used according to specific harmonic contexts.
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possible, the root should be doubled (in very rare cases, the fifth). Note that, while primary
triads are used equally frequently in root position and first inversion, secondary triads are
sometimes limited to either one or the other.

The VI Triad
The VI triad normally occurs in root position, with the first inversion appearing only
incidentally. It is a valid replacement for the I triad, or an extension of it (I – VI, rarely VI –
I6). The V – VI relationship is quite common, being called deceptive cadence 10 (in minor
keys also dramatic cadence). The VI triad is usually followed by the subdominant (IV or II),
and possibly by the dominant, such as V (more likely V6) or VII6.

The II Triad
The II triad occurs primarily as a sixth chord. In major keys, it also appears in root
position; however, its use in minor keys is limited to the first inversion (because here it is a
diminished triad). It is a common alternative to the primary subdominant (IV), or an extension
of it (IV(6) – II(6), never vice versa). The II triad is usually preceded by the tonic (I(6) or VI),
and continued with the dominant (V(6) or VII6). More rarely, it is followed by the tonic,
namely in a plagal relationship (II(6) – VI rarely used, or II(6) – I(6)).

10

The attribute “deceptive” will eventually be associated with all harmonic progressions in which the Dominant
is not followed by a I chord, but rather by a surrogate chord, with the aim of creating harmonic surprise.
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The VII Triad
The VII is a diminished triad both in major and minor keys (harmonic form of minor),
and therefore occurs only in the first inversion (VII6). Its root should never be doubled, as it
represents the key’s leading-tone. The VII triad may fulfill the role of dominant by itself, or in
combination with the V triad (either V(6) – VII6 or VII6 – V(6)). Note that VII is a weaker, less
convincing dominant that V. It is usually preceded by the tonic (I, VI) or the subdominant
(IV, II(6)), and normally resolved to the tonic (VII6 – I(6)), ideally by stepwise motion of all
voices. The use of VII in semicadences or final cadences is avoided.

The III Triad
The occurrence of the III triad is much less frequent than that of the other secondary
triads. This is due in part to its ambivalent function (depending on the harmonic context, it
works either as dominant or as tonic). When it does appear, it prefers the first inversion (III6),
whereas in root position (more usual in major keys than in minor keys), it is seen as only
incidental, creating a strong modal aspect. Moreover, in the harmonic form of minor, the III is
an augmented triad (to be avoided at this point). The III is normally preceded by some form of
the tonic or of the subdominant, and usually resolves to I(6) or VI. It is highly recommended to
double the third of a III triad (which enhances its dominant aspect). Doubling the fifth
(leading-tone) is excluded.
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Example of harmonization using both primary and secondary triads:

Nonharmonic Tones

Nonharmonic tones are tones that are not members of the prevailing harmony. They
are foreign to the chord and thus must be treated from a melodic perspective; the concepts of
approach and resolution are often used in relation to these tones. They appear most often in
the soprano part; however, it is possible to assign them to any of the other parts. There are two
categories of nonharmonic tones:
- accented (on the beat or on the stressed part of the beat): suspension / retardation /
appoggiatura;
- unaccented (off the beat or on the weak part of the beat): passing tone, neighbouring
tone, escape tone, changing tone, and anticipation.
Of all the nonharmonic tones, suspensions may be the longest in duration. Unaccented
nonharmonic tones are generally short. Nonharmonic tones appear in both major and minor
keys (not all options are possible in minor keys, due to the presence of the melodic augmented
second).11 Nonharmonic tones may sometimes produce an acceptable distance of a ninth
between two adjacent voices.

11

A problem that is circumvented with the use of the melodic form of minor keys, which will be discussed at the
end of this chapter.
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Suspension (Retardation)
Suspensions are the most expressive nonharmonic tones. From a melodic standpoint,
there are two kinds of suspensions:
- descending (very frequent) – resolves by downward stepwise motion;
- ascending (retardation) – less frequently used, usually when resolved by a semitone
or when associated with another suspension – resolves by upward stepwise motion.
Suspensions can also be classified as follows:
- prepared suspension – the note that produces the suspension exists in the previous
chord as a chord tone, in the same voice;
- unprepared suspension – the note which produces the suspension does not exist in
the previous chord as a chord tone (an unprepared suspension is also called appoggiatura).
Suspensions may delay any chord member, on any scale degree, within any chord
inversion / position / structure.
The suspension is the only nonharmonic tone that needs to be labelled in the harmonic
analysis below the staff. It is indicated as the intervallic distance between the suspension and
the bass / between the resolution and the bass, respectively – in Arabic numerals, with a dash
in-between (for example, V4-3, I7-8, etc.).
A suspension may be single, dual (two simultaneous suspensions, in different voices)
– by parallel or contrary motion – and even triple (three simultaneous suspensions). Parallel
dual suspensions in intervals of fourths, fifths, or octaves should be avoided (applicable to all
nonharmonic tones!). In harmonization exercises, suspensions will be marked with a
horizontal arrow pointing to the right.
A suspension may introduced and resolved by keeping the harmonic base (most
frequently), or by changing it along with the resolution (much less frequently).
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Suspensions do not “conceal” consecutive octaves or parallel / antiparallel fifths.12
The suspension never appears a second apart from the note that doubles its resolution (only at
least a ninth apart).

Passing Tone
Passing tones are unaccented nonharmonic tones that are approached and resolved by
stepwise motion in the same direction. Its melodic contour may be ascending or descending. It
can be single, dual (parallel or contrary), rarely triple, and sometimes even quadruple.
The passing tone may occur while keeping the harmonic base, and also while
changing the harmonic base. In harmonization exercises, passing tones will be marked with
the letter “p”.
Careless usage of the passing tone may produce parallel fifths or octaves. Similar to
suspensions, passing tones do not “conceal” incorrect voice leading (which remains valid for
all unaccented nonharmonic notes).

Neighbouring Tone
Neighbouring tones are unaccented nonharmonic tones that are approached and
resolved by stepwise motion in opposite directions. Depending on its melodic contour, a
neighbouring tone may be "upper" or "lower". Just like the passing tone, it can be single, dual
(parallel or contrary), rarely triple, and sometimes even quadruple. However, as opposed to
passing tones, triple or quadruple neighbouring tones are much more rarely encountered.

12

For two parallel fifths to be incorrect, the second fifth must be perfect and constitutive (made up of two chord
notes). Parallel fifths in which the second one is made up of a chord note and a nonharmonic tone are acceptable.
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Neighbouring tones may occur either while keeping or while changing the harmonic
base. In harmonization exercises, neighbouring tones will be marked with the letter “n”.

Escape Tone
Escape tones are unaccented nonharmonic tones similar to neighbouring tones (with
respect to the melodic contour), with the only difference that escape tones are either
approached by skip / leap or resolved by skip / leap. An escape tone may be superior or
inferior. It most often appears in its simplest form, usually in the soprano. It may occur while
changing the harmonic base, but it is also possible while keeping the harmonic base. In
harmonization exercises, escape tones will be marked with the letter “e”.

The changing tone is a combination of two successive escape tones (step – skip – skip
– step). It may be marked with the letter “c”.
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Anticipation
The anticipation is an unaccented nonharmonic tone that anticipates a chord tone
belonging to the following chord. It appears very often in final cadences, almost exclusively
in the soprano, as a single anticipation. Depending on its melodic contour, it can be either
ascending or descending. It is usually approached by stepwise motion, but it is also possible
to be approached by skip / leap. Dual and triple anticipations are possible, however less
frequent.

Various nonharmonic tones may appear simultaneously in different voices. The
possible combinations are virtually infinite.

Example of a melody harmonized with nonharmonic tones:

Two different nonharmonic tones may occur in immediate succession, often an
unaccented one being followed by a suspension, but also as two consecutive passing tones,
two consecutive neighbouring tones or, more rarely, two consecutive suspensions:
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Ornamental Resolution of Suspensions
One or more ornamental notes may appear between a suspension / retardation and its
resolution. The note or group of notes is named figuration. Its primary role is to expressively
enrich the suspension. Such embellishments involve gradual stepwise motion, but it is also
possible to approach or continue the figuration by skip / leap. When the note representing the
figuration is a chord tone, it is possible to approach and continue it by leap.

The Melodic Form of Minor Keys

In tonal harmony, a minor key means, in fact, the harmonic minor (chords of the
minor key are built using notes of the harmonic form of the minor scale). The so-called
“melodic” minor is a temporary variation of the minor key, whose role is primarily to provide
a solution to nonharmonic tones that would otherwise involve melodic augmented seconds.
For example, in the harmonic minor, the

4-3

suspension cannot be used on the fourth scale
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degree triad, as it would produce an augmented second. However, in the melodic minor such a
suspension may be used.
The melodic minor has two different forms: ascending and descending:

The two boxed notes are specific to the melodic minor. The raised 6th scale degree of
the ascending melodic minor has a tendency to resolve upwardly, while the natural 7th degree
of the descending melodic minor has, in the absence of the leading-tone, a tendency to resolve
downwardly. For the time being, the two notes will be used exclusively as nonharmonic
tones. The 7th degree in its “natural” form may appear as a nonharmonic tone, sometimes even
simultaneously with the leading-tone.

Incorrect usage of the melodic minor can lead to harmonic progressions with a modal
aspect, such as Dorian (similar to the ascending melodic minor), or Aeolian (similar to the
descending melodic minor).
Example of melody harmonization in the melodic minor:
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The Seventh Chord

The seventh is the fourth member of a 4-note chord. A seventh chord is obtained by
superimposing an additional third above a triad. The seventh is an active tone requiring
downward stepwise resolution. The seventh may appear on any scale degree. However, while
V, II and VII as diatonic seventh chords are quite common, I, III, IV and VI appear in this
form more rarely.
The seventh chord is commonly encountered both in its root position and in its three
inversions. The root position is indicated by 7, the first inversion (six-five chord) by
second inversion (four-three chord) by

4

3,

6

5,

and the third inversion (four-two chord) by

4

the
2

or

simply 2. It is possible to change the inversion of the same scale degree seventh chord much
like in the case of a triad. The seventh chord of any scale degree may follow its triad (e.g. V –
V7); however, it is not recommended that a seventh chord be followed by the triad of the same
scale degree. It is a voice leading error for any pair of voices to move directly to an octave
from a seventh or a ninth.
The Dominant Seventh Chord
It is the most widely used of the seventh-chords. The root position can be used both in
its complete and in its incomplete form (no fifth, while doubling the root); it is recommended
to use inversions only in their complete form. The root position can progress to scale degrees
I or VI, while the inversions are resolved to scale degree I (possibly a sixth chord). The root
position, if complete, is easily resolved to scale degree VI, and if incomplete to scale degree I.

As far as treatment of the seventh is concerned, there are two exceptions. The seventh
may be continued upwardly by stepwise motion in two situations: in the case of V7-I6, if the
seventh is placed in an inner part, and in the case of V43 – I6, where parallel fifths are deemed
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acceptable. Seventh chords are used the same way in major and minor keys. When the
seventh is continued by upward stepwise motion, oblique motion from an interval of a second
to a unison should be avoided.
Example of harmonized soprano line using various instances of the dominant seventh:

The Second Scale Degree Seventh Chord
This is a very widely used chord. All of its possible structures may be utilized, but its
third inversion (four-two chord – usually at the beginning of a phrase) and its first inversion
(six-five chord – usually as part of a half-cadence or the final cadence) are more
characteristic. The root position may be used the same way as the dominant seventh, in both
complete and incomplete form. In its incomplete form, either the root or the third of the chord
may be doubled. It is recommended to use inversions only in their complete form.

The second scale degree seventh is more flexible in terms of its resolution than the
dominant seventh. Therefore, there are a number of ways to continue it: when it appears in an
inner part, it can gradually ascend. If the chord continues by plagal relationship (for example,
II65 – I), the seventh will stay in place. The II seventh chord is used similarly in both major
and minor keys.
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The Seventh Scale Degree Seventh Chord
This chord is very common in tonal harmony. It is never used in incomplete forms. It
may be used in all chord structures, except its third inversion (four-two chord), which is less
common because it is more difficult to resolve. It is usually continued the same way as the
VII triad, always to scale degree I. However, it is used differently in major and minor keys,
appearing more frequently in the latter. In major keys, the VII seventh chord usually occurs
with the seventh in the soprano part.

The seventh degree seventh, in all its chord structures, poses the risk of parallel fifths
caused by its resolution. In order to avoid these, it is recommended to double the third of the
tonic chord it resolves to. The VII seventh chord may also be involved in the dominant
function prolongation (more frequently than the VII triad), either by following or by
preceding the V or V7 chord.

Ornamental Resolution of the Seventh
Similar to suspensions, sevenths may be resolved ornamentally, too. The
ornamentation is usually called figuration, and may consist of chord tones or non-chord tones.
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In the context of seventh chords, nonharmonic tones may also be used. Suspensions,
which greatly enrich the expression of these chords, will be designated in the analysis along
with indications of chord inversion.
Here is an example of a melody harmonized with V, II and VII as seventh chords:

The Ninth Chord

The ninth is an additional tone of a 5-tone chord, placed a third above the seventh. It
forms an interval of ninth with the root and, identically to the seventh, is an active tone that
requires downward stepwise resolution. The ninth occurs almost exclusively on the dominant
(V),13 producing an even more dissonant chord than the dominant seventh. In 4-part harmony,
the ninth chord is used only in its incomplete form, most often by omitting the fifth, rarely the
third, and even more rarely the seventh. The ninth chord is most often used in root position.
The ninth itself is usually assigned to the soprano, and always at least a ninth above the root
(not a second above). Unlike the seventh, which may sometimes resolve atypically, the ninth
always resolves by descending step. Its root position is indicated by 97.
Here are two examples of ninth chords resolved to the tonic in both major and minor:

13

The ninth may appear very rarely on scale degrees IV and II as well.
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Second Inversion of Triads (The Six-Four Chord)

The six-four chord represents the second inversion of a triad. Unlike all the chords
studied so far, the six-four cannot be used as a stand-alone harmony; it must be part of strictly
regulated harmonic context, in which it appears as an incidental chord structure, resulting
mainly from the use of nonharmonic tones. Depending on the context in which it appears, the
second inversion (six-four chord) may be of one of the following types:
- Arpeggiated six-four
- Cadential six-four (also called suspension six-four)
- Pedal six-four (also called neighbouring six-four)
- Passing six-four

Arpeggiated Six-Four
This chord structure results from the arpeggiation of the bass – in which case the
second inversion is just one of the instances of a particular scale degree triad. It is normally
placed in-between two more stable structures of the same scale degree, such as the root
position or the first inversion. An arpeggiated six-four chord is never followed directly by a
new scale degree.

Cadential Six-Four (Suspension Six-Four)
Cadential six-four is the most common of all six-four types. It most often occurs as
part of half-cadences or final cadences. It appears by introducing and resolving dual
suspensions within the V in root position. Similar to the suspension itself, the suspension sixfour is used on accented beats. It is possible that, along with the resolution of a cadential sixfour (or immediately after the resolution), the seventh be introduced as well, producing a
chord in root position, or one in the third inversion (four-two chord).
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Pedal Six-Four (Neighbouring Six-Four)
Pedal six-four results from the use of dual upper neighbouring tones: 5 3 –– 64 –– 53 . It
most frequently appears at the beginning or at the end of a phrase. It always occurs, similarly
to the neighbouring note, on an unaccented beat (or part of a beat).

Passing Six-Four
Passing six-four is the only six-four type that does not result from the use of
nonharmonic tones in the context of a root position, but rather as a stand-alone triad. It
appears most often on scale degrees I or V (its use is also possible on secondary scale
degrees), on unaccented beats, and is framed by two stable chords, so that the bass of the sixfour displays the melodic profile of a passing tone. Although the stepwise motion requirement
applies only to the bass, it is recommended to avoid leaps when approaching and resolving the
passing six-four. The passing six-four is sometimes labelled in-between brackets because of
its status as an incidental chord structure.
Examples of cadential, neighbouring, and passing six-four chords:

The six-four chord may occur in its ordinary form, in which the nonharmonic tones
that produce it are identifiable, but may also occur in ornamental, derivative forms, in which
the nonharmonic tones are no longer explicitly approached and continued (being only
members of the vertical harmonic structure).
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Example of melody harmonization using various types of six-four chords:

Harmonic Sequence

Harmonic sequence is the direct recurrence of a musical idea, on a different pitch
level. It consists of an immediate, transposed, strict or free repetition of a succession of chords
(at least two different scale degrees). The repetition may occur once or more times.14 The
starting point of each sequence is called a model (pattern), while the transposed recurrences
represent the sequences proper.
Harmonic sequence can be:
- strict or free
- tonally stable (usually diatonic, but chromatic sequencing is to a certain degree
possible), or modulating
- ascending or descending
- authentic or plagal
- stepwise or non-stepwise (involving skips from one recurrence to another)

14

Usually, a harmonic model is sequenced a maximum of 3 times.
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Diatonic Sequence
The most common sequence involves a pattern of two different consecutive scale
degrees. For example, the sequence I – IV – II – V – III – VI has the following makeup: I –
IV is the pattern, II – V is the first sequencing, and III – VI is the second sequencing. It is a
stepwise, ascending sequence, by authentic relationships. Here is another example: the
sequence I – V – VI – III – IV – I is a non-stepwise, descending sequence, by plagal
relationships. There are sequences that create a circular path, starting from scale degree I and
arriving back at scale degree I (as shown in the second example), as well as sequences where
the sequential pattern is abandoned after one or two recurrences (as shown in the first
example).
The most common type of harmonic sequence is authentic, descending, and stepwise:
I – IV – VII – III – VI – II – V – I (chord roots follow the circle of fifths).
Different chord structures, chords with or without a seventh, nonharmonic tones, etc.,
may be used within the sequencing process. In order for harmonic sequence to be clear and
explicit, it is important that sequencing repeat identically in terms of chord structure,
doublings, and overall melodic contour.
In minor keys, the sequence I – IV – VII – III – VI – II – V is achieved using the
melodic form of the descending minor (without the raised seventh scale degree / leading-tone)
in the first section of the sequence (VII and III chords). The leading-tone will be introduced
only at the end of the sequencing, as a member of the V chord.
If the sequence contains a succession of seventh chords, all in root position, their
complete and incomplete forms will be alternated. The sequence may be embellished with
nonharmonic tones, which will also be subject to the sequential technique.
Here are a few examples of diatonic sequence involving root position triads, seventh
chords, as well as various inversions:
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Modulation

Modulation is the change of tonal centre – a transition from one key to another, in the
form of a harmonic process. When the shift from one key to another is abrupt, without a
mediating process, it is called a tonal leap.
The modulation involves three distinct stages:
- the establishment of an initial key
- the modulation itself
- the establishment of a final key
Based on the harmonic techniques involved, modulation is of three types: 15
- diatonic modulation
- chromatic modulation
- enharmonic modulation

Diatonic Modulation
Diatonic modulation is achieved by means of a chord that represents a diatonic scale
degree in both the initial and the final key. This is called a common chord (or “pivot” chord).
It works, at the same time, as the last chord of the initial key and the first chord of the final
key. After employing a common chord, the harmonic progression continues in the new key,

15

Chromatic and enharmonic modulation will be discussed in the Chromatic Harmony part of the Textbook.
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which is established and confirmed by at least using a dominant – tonic progression. If the
modulation involves minor keys, their harmonic form must be observed in order to identify a
common chord. Diatonic modulation allows the shift from an initial key to a closely-related
key (to the relative key, or to a key that is one or two fifths apart).

Example of diatonic modulation from G major to D major (to the dominant key):

Example of diatonic modulation from G major to E minor (to the relative key):

Example of diatonic modulation from E minor to D major (to a key two fifths away):
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CHROMATIC HARMONY

The Chromatic Harmony section will discuss the use of altered tones (notes that are
not part of the diatonic scale). Altered tones may occur in two distinct ways:
- as chord tones (members of altered chords)
- as chromatic nonharmonic tones
Altered chords will be discussed first. By altering (raising / lowering one or more
notes of a chord), chords can either retain or change their tonal function.

Altered Chords with Unchanged Tonal Function
Borrowed Chords (Major-minor Chords)
The altered tone that defines these chords is the lowered 6th scale degree, which
appears only in major keys. It can become the root of a VI chord, the third of a IV chord, the
fifth of a II chord, the seventh of a VII chord, or the ninth of a V chord. A chord containing
this Major-minor note (or molldur note) becomes a Major-minor chord. These chords are said
to be loans from the parallel minor key. The Major-minor note is an active tone (a lowered
pitch) that either resolves by a descending step, or stays in place (either in the same voice or
in another voice) as a member of a new Major-minor chord.
Here are all the Major-minor chords in G major:

The Major-minor note may be approached by chromatic step (either by open
chromaticism16 or by cross-relation / false relation17), but may not be continued by chromatic
step (neither open chromaticism nor false relation).

16
17

Open chromaticism is the appearance of a chromatic semitone in the same voice, between successive chords.
False relation is the appearance of a chromatic semitone in different voices, between successive chords.
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In the context of scale degree VI, besides the Major-minor note, it is also necessary to
lower the fifth of the chord. The presence of the Major-minor note within a chord is indicated
by adding, to the right of the Roman numeral, a digit reflecting the interval between the
respective altered note and the bass, followed to the right by a corresponding accidental, along
with the numerals indicating chord structure (and possible suspensions).18 If that particular
digit already exists in the analysis, only the accidental will be added to its right side. If the
Major-minor note is found a third above the bass, instead of 3 it can be indicated by using
simply the sign (or the natural sign, depending on the case). If the Major-minor note is in the
bass itself, the accidental will be placed to the left of the Roman numeral.
Major-minor chords are used in the same chord structures, and with the same
doublings, as their diatonic counterparts, except for the II triad, which through alteration
becomes a diminished triad, usable only in its first inversion (sixth chord). The V – VI Majorminor cadence (the chromatic variant of the deceptive cadence) is called a pathetic cadence.
The Major-minor note may be delayed by a suspension, in which case the suspension
itself will be an altered note.
Examples of harmonizations including Major-minor chords:

18

This method of indicating altered notes will be used in the case of all altered chords, not just the Major-minor.
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The Neapolitan Chord

The Neapolitan chord is formed on the second scale degree and has, as its
characteristic element, a lowered root. It appears mainly as a triad, almost always in the first
inversion (a sixth chord); it occurs quite rarely in root position. It is therefore frequently
called the “Neapolitan Sixth” chord. It is more commonly used in minor keys. Similar to the
Major-minor family of chords, it retains its tonal function – the Neapolitan chord will always
be a subdominant, usually followed by a dominant, and much less frequently by a I chord
(plagal relationship). In the case of the Neapolitan chord, the most frequent doubling is that of
its third; however, under certain circumstances, its fifth or its root may also be doubled. The
lowered root is an active tone, which is usually continued by a descending diminished third.
This lowered note is most often found in the soprano. In major keys, chromatic approach of
the Neapolitan scale degree is avoided. The Neapolitan chord usually follows either a I chord,
or the Major-minor forms of scale degrees VI, IV or II.
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Diatonic Modulation by Means of Borrowed or Neapolitan Chords

The VI and IV Major-minor chords, as well as the Neapolitan chord, may be used as
pivot chords in modulations to more distant keys than those attainable by regular diatonic
modulation. Generally, the altered chord of the initial key becomes a diatonic chord in the
final key; however, in the case of the Neapolitan chord, a reversed process is also possible: a
diatonic major chord of the initial key becomes a Neapolitan chord in the final key.
Example of modulation from G major to B major using the IV Major-minor chord:

Example of modulation from G major to A major using the VI Major-minor chord:
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Example of modulation from G Major to D major using the Neapolitan chord:

Altered Chords with Changed Tonal Function
Secondary Dominants
Before discussing altered chords that function as dominants, it is necessary to define
the concept of dominant more precisely. A dominant chord is an unstable one, which aims to
resolve to a particular stable chord, named target chord. The attraction between the dominant
and its target chord is based on the semitone relationship between the leading-tone contained
by the dominant chord and the root of the target chord; the leading-tone is an indispensible
element in the construction of any dominant. The instability of a dominant chord is a
subjective matter (the isolated chord may be regarded as stable, but unstable when part of a
certain harmonic context).
Chords that fulfill a dominant function are divided into two categories:
- Primary dominants (found on diatonic scale degrees V and VII – with scale degree I
as their target chord)
- Secondary dominants (may be constructed on any scale degree, as altered chords –
with target chords represented by any scale degree other than I)19

19

In major keys, scale degrees that may become secondary dominants are II, III (the dominants of the third scale
degree are rarely used), IV, V and VI. In minor keys, degrees that may become secondary dominants are IV, V
and VI (dominants of scale degree VI are also rarely used).
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Among secondary dominants, the most important is the dominant of scale degree V,
which is also known as dominant of the dominant.
Depending on the chord structure, there are several different types of dominants (both
primary and secondary). This textbook will discuss three commonly encountered types: D1,
D2, and D3. Secondary dominants of the dominant will be indicated as DD1, DD2, and DD3.
Altered pitches that are members of secondary dominant chords will be indicated
similarly to those that are members of Major-minor chords or of the Neapolitan chord.

Type 1 Dominant (D1)
These are always major chords, with or without a minor seventh, with or without a
ninth20 (secondary D1 ninth chords are quite rare). The target chord of a type 1 dominant is
always found a perfect 4th above (interval between the roots). Based on their relationship with
the target chord, these secondary dominants inherit the same chord structure, doublings and
behaviour as those of scale degree V in relation to scale degree I.

Type 2 Dominant (D2)
These are diminished chords with or without a seventh,21 built on the leading-tone of
the target chord. Based on their relationship with the target chord, type 2 secondary dominants
inherit the same chord structure, doublings and behaviour as those of scale degree VII in
relation to scale degree I.
20

If the target chord is a minor one, the ninth will always be minor, whereas if the target chord is a major one,
the ninth will be either major or minor.
21
If the target chord is a minor one, the seventh will always be diminished, whereas if the target chord is a major
one, the seventh will be either diminished or minor.
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When the type 2 dominant of the dominant is resolved on a cadential six-four, it
sometimes appears with its seventh spelled enharmonically, thus becoming an altered form of
scale degree II, but having the same functional identity as the raised IV chord (regular DD2):

Type 3 Dominant (D3) - Augmented Sixth Chords
These chords are characterized by the presence of an augmented sixth, usually above
their bass tone. The augmented sixth itself appears between the sixth scale degree in minor
keys (or the lowered sixth scale degree in major keys) and the raised fourth scale degree.
These two pitches represent active tones that normally resolve outwards by semitone, to a
perfect octave. Type 3 dominants are conventionally pre-dominant chords (DD3), meaning
they lead to / require resolution to the primary dominant (to V). They are more often
encountered in minor keys, where they include only one altered pitch (in major keys, they
include two or even three altered pitches).
There are three distinct types of the augmented sixth chord (which, in the same key,
share the tones that form the augmented sixth):
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- Italian sixth: the altered sixth chord of IV (a triad), which always has its fifth doubled;
- German sixth: the six-five chord of IV7 (a four-note chord), which needs no doubling;
- French sixth: the four-three chord of II7 (a four-note chord), which needs no doubling.
Type 3 dominants in G minor (with resolution, and complete chord symbols):

Type 3 dominants in G major (note the additional altered pitches):

Besides the ordinary V chord, type 3 dominants may resolve to V7, to V4-3, and even to
a cadential six-four (a typical case for the German sixth, which avoids parallel fifths).
Type 3 dominants may also occur in other chord structures, with the augmented sixth
inverted to a diminished third (spaced out over one or multiple octaves):
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Sometimes (in major keys), for voice leading purposes, the German sixth appears with
its seventh spelled enharmonically, (e.g. B ~ A#), resulting in a doubly-augmented forth
chord. Here is such an example in G major:

Additionally, augmented sixth chords might assume the role of primary dominants
(which require resolution directly to the tonic), when appearing on other scale degrees than is
the case for DD3:

Chromatic Modulation

Chromatic modulation involves the use of chromaticism during the modulating
process, either by means of altered chords, or in the most explicit way – by chromatic step.
Unlike diatonic modulation, which requires a common chord between the two keys, in
the case of chromatic modulation the transition from one key to another is made directly
through one or more chromatic semitones (by open chromaticism or by false relation). The
actual moment of modulation falls between two chords, the first one belonging exclusively to
the initial key and the second one belonging to the final key. Irrespective of the nature of
chromaticism, voice leading should be as smooth and economic as possible.
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Chromatic Modulation Employing Diatonic Chords
In order to achieve such a modulation, the necessary chromatic semitones should be
identified first (the harmonic form of minor should be observed). For example, between G
major and D major there is only one semitone: C–C#, between G major and E minor there is
also only one semitone: D–D#, between G major and B minor there are two semitones, A–A#
and C–C#, etc. The farther two keys are related, the greater the number of potential chromatic
semitones between their diatonic pitches.
Ideally, the first chord of the final key should be a dominant chord (preferably scale
degree V), but there are many other options. The establishment of the final key will be more
obvious if a strong dominant is used in the final cadence (scale degree V with a seventh and
suspension, scale degree V with cadential six-four, etc.), possibly preceded by a dominant of
the dominant. Chromatic modulation should be indicated in the chord analysis.
Example of chromatic modulation from G major to D major:

Example of chromatic modulation from G major to A minor:
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Example of chromatic modulation from G major to E major:

Example of chromatic modulation from G major to C# minor:

Chromatic Modulation employing Altered Chords
The most common case of this type of modulation is the one in which the first chord
of the final key is a dominant of the dominant. However, the use of altered chords in the
process of chromatic modulation allows for many and varied possibilities.
Example of chromatic modulation from G major to D major (with the help of a DD1
chord):
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A shift from any key to its parallel key, either diatonically (through scale degree V or
VII) or chromatically, is called mode change (mode shift).

Chromatic Nonharmonic Tones
Chromatic Suspension (Retardation)
Chromatic suspensions almost always take the form of ascending retardations (they
resolve upwards, by semitone). Simultaneous dual retardations are possible – either both
chromatic, or one chromatic and one diatonic. The resolution may involve parallel motion or
contrary motion (divergent resolution of a suspension and a retardation). More rarely, triple
chromatic retardations are possible (or triple retardations of which at least one is chromatic).
A chromatic suspension may occur simultaneously with the diatonic counterpart of that
particular note (normally, in different octaves / registers). The labelling of such chromatic
nonharmonic tones is similar to that of diatonic suspensions (by placing relevant Arabic
numerals and accidentals to the right of the scale degree).

Chromatic Passing Tone
A chromatic passing tone divides a whole step into two half steps, one of which will
be a chromatic semitone. It may be ascending or descending, usually falling on an unaccented
beat or part of a beat. It is flanked either by two chord tones or by one chord tone and one
nonharmonic tone (more rarely, by two diatonic nonharmonic tones). It does not require
labelling.
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Chromatic Neighbouring Tone
Chromatic neighbouring tones may be superior or inferior (creating a zigzagging
contour). Similarly to suspensions, dual and even triple neighbouring tones are possible (with
at least one of them being chromatic) – either by parallel or by contrary motion.

Chromatic Escape Tone and Chromatic Anticipation
These nonharmonic tones are less pervasive than chromatic suspensions / retardations
or neighbouring tones. They behave much like their diatonic counterparts. Inferior chromatic
escape tones occur more frequently. A chromatic anticipation is followed by an altered chord
(in which the anticipated pitch is an altered tone).
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Chromatic Sequence

Structurally, chromatic sequence is identical to diatonic sequence; the process involves
a sequential model and a series of transposed recurrences. Additionally, chromatic sequence
involves either the use of altered chords – within the framework of a single key – or a series
of rapid modulations.
Most chromatic sequencing is based upon the relationship between a secondary
dominant and its target chord. There are also cases of sequences including non-functional
relationships, where the underlying factor is the sequential pattern rather than the functional
identity of each chord.
Example of chromatic sequence – non-modulating, ascending, by authentic
relationships (the sequencing pattern is V65 – I):
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Example of chromatic sequence – non-modulating, descending, by authentic
relationships (the sequencing pattern is #III65 – VI):

Example of chromatic sequence – modulating, ascending by semitone, involving only
authentic relationships (the sequencing pattern is D – T):

Example of chromatic sequence – modulating, descending by whole tone, involving
only authentic relationships (the sequencing pattern is DD3 – D):
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Example of chromatic sequence – modulating, descending by whole tone, involving
only authentic relationships (the sequencing pattern is S – D):

Example of chromatic sequence – modulating, ascending by whole tone, involving
plagal relationships and mode changes (the sequencing pattern is T – D):

The Use of Enharmonic Chords

In tonal music, enharmonicity is reflected in the re-spelling of pitches / intervals /
chords, as well as in the process of enharmonic modulation.
Enharmonic Spelling
Enharmonically equivalent chords / keys are utilized in order to facilitate reading. The
re-spelling of an altered tone (e.g. the Major-minor note), of a degree (e.g. the Neapolitan
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chord), or even of an entire section of music helps to avoid double-flats or double-sharps, as
well as impossible keys.22

For example, a modulation from G major to its parallel key will require the use of an
enharmonically equivalent key, namely F# minor. Enharmonic re-spelling may be associated
with diatonic / chromatic modulation, or with third relationships23, whenever the necessary
accidentals would be awkward.
Here is an example of chromatic modulation from G major to D major, and then back
to G major. The return to the initial key makes use of enharmonic spelling (the III7 chord in G
major) – otherwise, chromaticism would lead to A major (which is a theoretical key):

Enharmonic Modulation
Enharmonic modulation and diatonic modulation share the principle of a common /
pivot chord, which helps modulating between two keys. However, in the case of enharmonic
modulation, this chord is reinterpreted enharmonically in order to make sense in the context

22

Impossible keys (or theoretical keys) are those whose key signatures would include at least one double-flat or
double-sharp. Examples of such keys are G# major, D minor, etc.
23
A third relationship represents the relationship between chords with roots a third apart, which do not belong to
the same diatonic key; the same type of relationship is extended to keys a third apart, which are not relatives of
each other (e.g. G major and E major, or D major and F# minor, etc.).
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of a new key. Thus, a dominant chord (either primary or secondary) eludes resolution to its
target chord, changes its functional identity, and proceeds to resolve to a different target
chord.
Enharmonic modulation may be regarded as just a particular case of chromatic
modulation, all the more so as, aurally, it can only be acknowledged in retrospect. The most
common way of achieving the modulation is by exploiting the duality of type 2 dominants
(fully-diminished chords), or of type 3 dominants (“German” augmented sixth chords).
Type 2 dominants are symmetrical chord structures, made up solely of minor thirds.
Therefore, they sound the same in all inversions, and any of the four chord members may
function as the root. Enharmonic modulation that employs these chords takes advantage of
their enharmonic equivalence, which allows for the existence of four different potential target
chords (belonging to four distinct keys).
The pivot chord may be any fully-diminished chord (diatonic or altered) of the initial
key, which consequently, in the final key, would become either a VII7 or a DD2 chord (raised
IV scale degree). In order to emphasize the enharmonic character of such a modulation, the
common chord is sometimes resolved within the initial key first, and only later leading to the
new key. When the VII7 of a key becomes the VII7 of another key, the two keys will be either
a minor third or a tritone apart.
Example of enharmonic modulation from G major to C# minor (the VII chord of the
initial key is reinterpreted as VII in the final key):
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Example of enharmonic modulation from G major to E minor (the VII chord of the
initial key is reinterpreted as a raised IV / DD2 in the final key):

This modulating technique includes a large number of various options. In practice, the
enharmonic equivalence is almost never explicitly notated, composers preferring to write out
the pivot chord only once (in just one of the possible spellings).
Type 3 dominants – specifically German sixth chords – are enharmonically identical
to type 1 dominants. Thus, a DD3 (augmented sixth chord) in one key may become a pivot
chord by being reinterpreted as a D1 (dominant seventh chord) in another key, or vice versa.
An enharmonic modulation of this kind would involve an exchange of functions
between the two chords (a pre-dominant becomes a primary dominant that leads to a new key,
or a primary dominant becomes a pre-dominant, which in turn is followed by a new primary
dominant, in order to complete the modulating process). The two keys will always be a minor
second apart.
Example of enharmonic modulation from G major to F# major (the V7 chord of the
initial key is reinterpreted as a German sixth chord in the final key):
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Example of enharmonic modulation from G major to A major (the German sixth
chord of the initial key is reinterpreted as V7 in the final key):

In musical practice, the enharmonic re-spelling involved by such a modulation is
almost never notated explicitly.
Enharmonic modulation complements other modulating techniques, and reflects a high
level of harmonic complexity. It concludes our foray into tonal harmony. Successful harmonic
analysis is dependent upon the recognition of modulations, key centers, functional identity,
and relationships between chords.
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